In this paper we introduce a new and simple method to estimate the symbol rate for single carrier systems of unknown modulation. The introduced technique detects the symbol rate from a continuous range of symbol rates, i.e. it does not assume a finite set of candidate symbol rates. The method does not require any knowledge about system parameters and is therefore totally blind. The method belongs to the family of autocorrelationbased symbol rate estimators, yet, unlike many such schemes, its performance is insensitive to the value of the roll-off factor. We then propose a simple method for frequency offset compensation also based on the autocorrelation function. Moreover, we study the effect of multipath channel on the estimator performance and propose different enhancements including exploiting more than one zero crossing. The proposed estimator is implemented as part of a complete DVB-C [1] receiver and is verified using simulations and results in robust performance even at low SNR and high frequency offsets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symbol rate estimation (SRE) appears in many problems including commercial systems such as DVB-C, DVB-S and DVB-S2. In the cable standard, the cable channel width is 8 MHz in virtually all European countries. However, no symbol rate was fixed for cable TV. The reason for this was the desire to be able to feed satellite signals to cable networks without any processing at the cable head-end. As a result, variable symbol-rate modem design was the best solution for cable TV systems [2] . Also, a demodulator with variablerate timing recovery finds application in mobile and military communications when it is combined with certain types of multi-rate sources and channel coding techniques [3] . Blind symbol rate estimation has been considered in the literature from different point of views. The use of a filter bank matched to different pulse shapes has been proposed in [3] through an ad-hoc approach and in [4] based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion. Less complicated techniques based on cyclic autocorrelation function are proposed in [5] - [8] . The basic idea behind the cyclic autocorrelation approach is that the autocorrelation function of a linearly modulated sequence is a periodic function in time with a period equal to the symbol period. The authors in [5] express the autocorrelation function as a Fourier series and extract the symbol period from the coefficients of the Fourier series expansion. Cyclic correlation based symbol rate estimators are more robust against frequency offset and frequency selective fading channels and simpler than matched filter estimators. However, performance degradation occurs for low SNRs and small roll-off factors and may totally fail when the roll-off factor approaches zero. In [6] , the authors modified the method of [5] and proposed the use of a weighing matrix in computation of the cyclic autocorrelation function to detect the cycle frequencies for pulse shapes having small roll-offs, but in the absence of carrier frequency offset. The authors in [7] used the concept proposed in [6] to estimate the symbol rate of a linearly modulated signal. However, performance in the low SNR range is still a problem. In [8] , the authors propose a modified cyclic autocorrelation approach for the symbol rate estimation of M-PSK signals. Asymptotic analysis of the cyclic correlation based symbol-rate estimator is established in [9] . In [10] , the ML approach is proved to exploit both the shaping pulse and cyclic correlation. This technique is more robust at low SNR but still suffers a bias in the estimate, that depends on the roll-off factor, at low SNR. If the roll-off factor is unknown, higher error will result. All of the previous techniques estimate the symbol rate by maximizing certain criteria over all possible rates and hence high complexity is expected in case of large sets of symbol rates. In [9] , [10] , this problem is addressed using a twostep search technique where a coarse search is carried out first on a small set of rates, then a finer search around this coarse estimate is performed. Symbol rate estimation from the autocorrelation function is presented in [11] . However, the algorithm requires some a priori knowledge (not exact) about the symbol rate and performance is not given in practical cases as a very large sampling rate is assumed. In this paper we provide a new and simple technique for estimating the symbol rate blindly from a continuous range of symbol rates. The proposed technique is robust at low SNR and does not require prior information on roll-off factor, pulse shape, or any other system parameters. The method relies on obtaining the time-averaged autocorrelation function of the received sequence. Since the received signal is wide-sense cyclostationary, the cycle average autocorrelation is estimated, and a simple method is presented for detecting the first zero-crossing using interpolation. Hence, the only requirement is that the transmitted pulse shape contains a zero crossing, which is satisfied for virtually all practical pulse shapes. Building on our initial findings in [1] , in this paper, our main contributions are:
• We present a detailed analysis for the different types of errors to beter understand the behavior and limits of the proposed symbol rate estimator. • We propose different enhancements to the current algorithm by exploiting more than one zero crossings. • We explore the realistic channel conditions reported in the Nordig standard for cable broadcasting. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the system model. In section III the new algorithm details are explained. Simulation results are shown in section IV based on the DVB-C system. The frequency offset problem and compensation is presented at section V. Finally, conclusions and current and future work are discussed in section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. Transmitted Signal
Let y(t) denotes the complex baseband received signal,
where {a k } k∈Z is a zero-mean independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence of QAM symbols. The pulse shaping filter g(t) is a square-root raised cosine (SRRC) pulse, such that G(f ) = 0, |f |> (1 + α)/2T , for a rolloff factor 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and baud rate 1/T . ω(t) represents the narrowband zero mean additive Gaussian noise; i.e. it is a complex Gaussian circular random process. As stated earlier, the method is applicable for other pulse shapes, but for convenience we henceforth consider the square root raised cosine (SRRC) pulse due to its widespread application. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the variable rate DVB-C receiver with blind symbol rate estimation. The incoming IF sub-sampled signal is passed on to the IF Mixer followed by a LPF to get the received complex base band signal y(t), where the IF frequency is 36 MHz and the sampling frequency is 56 MHz. It is worth mentioning that the SRE employed is independent of the remainder of the receiver chain shown in Fig. 1 , which is shown here for completeness. Note that a time tracking block is necessary, even if the symbol rate is known beforehand, to compensate for sample timing inaccuracy as well as residual SRE error in the case of unknown symbol rate. The importance of this notion will become apparent later when we compare practical SRE performance.
B. Receiver Model

C. Multi-path Fading Channel
To consider all practical cases, we check our algorithm performance in case of multipath fading channel. We focus our work here with the DVB-C channel. As defined in [12], the DVB-C channel is an echo channel with different gain/delay configurations stated in table I. The main problem of the fading channel is due to the distortion occurs in the estimated RRC pulse. When the delay between the two path is smaller than the symbol duration, this will highly distort the Sinc pulse as the pulse main lobe will be spreaded. For the DVB-C, this will be the case for the first four echo channels for all supported symbol rates. Also, it will be the case for all echo channels for the symbol rates below 3 MSymbols/sec. Figure 5 shows the distorted Sinc pulse due to different echo channels in the case of single pulse.
III. SYMBOL RATE ESTIMATION
The proposed SRE works by first obtaining the timeaveraged autocorrelation function of the received sequence. It is well-known that the received signal is wide-sense cyclostationary. We therefore seek the autocorrelation function averaged over one period. As shown below, this results in the composite pulse shape after matched filtering, which in our case is the RC pulse, from which the symbol rate can be estimated. The autocorrelation function is
Using y(t) from 2 without noise or frequency offset, and after some manipulation,
E[a n 2 ] is constant, and after further manipulations the autocorrelation averaged over a period T, within a constant factor, is 
Since g(t) is symmetric,
It can be shown that the time-averaged autocorrelation may be used to estimate the above autocorrelation function averaged over one period, if enough samples are used. Note that we do not need to know the period when computing the time-averaged autocorrelation. Hence, for the example pulse shape in this paper, the time-averaged autocorrelation of the noiseless received signal is the RC pulse. It is also worth mentioning that if the signal is wide-sense stationary, the autocorrelation function, rather than the autocorrelation averaged over a cycle, is again obtained directly from the time-averaged autocorrelation. Then a simple method is used for detecting the first zero-crossing by following the autocorrelation function from its peak until it goes negative. We need to compute the autocorrelation for a number of lags corresponding to the smallest symbol rate, i.e. the largest number of samples, till the first zero crossing. The zero crossing point is then estimated using linear and non-linear interpolation and the first zero crossing occurs at the symbol period T, which is the reciprocal of the symbol rate to be estimated. Fig. 2 shows a simple block diagram for the estimator. The advantages of the algorithm are that it is very simple, requires no knowledge of any system parameters, and produces an estimate of the symbol rate based on a continuum of values rather than selecting from a predefined candidate set. The accuracy may be inferior to some more complicated SREs but the key point is that as long as it delivers acceptable residual error to the time tracking block, the SRE accuracy is irrelevant to overall system performance. Rather, it is the time tracking block which determines overall system performance.
A. Interpolation Technique
Since the exact zero crossing point is usually not at a sample point, a very important factor in the algorithm is the interpolation technique used to detect the exact zero crossing. Both linear and cubic spline interpolation techniques are tested. Linear interpolation can give good results when the sampling rate is an integer multiple of the symbol rate or close to that. Since this is usually not the case, using the cubic spline is needed to achieve usable performance. The technique used for the cubic spline interpolation is the not-a-knot spline interpolator discussed in [13] . Not-a-knot is a method for prescribing the end conditions of the cubic spline polynomial by ensuring third derivative continuity. In the following results we show a comparison between cubic spline and linear interpolation at different conditions.
B. Points of Interpolation
This factor is related to the above factor, but due to its importance we mentioned in a separate point. Two factors appear here,
• Number of points:
The number of points is limited by the highest symbol rate (lowest oversampling ratio) to ensure the interpolation points on the same slope. The minimum number of samples per symbol is 8 and by experiment, we found that 5 points are enough for interpolation. This also simplifies the algorithm. • Position of points:
The position is also limited by the highest symbol rate for the same previous reason. We tried 3 points before zero crossing and 2 after, and 4 points before and 1 after. The latter gives better performance.
C. Frequency Offset Compensation
From 1, we notice that resultant RC is rotated with phase shifts corresponding to the carrier frequency offset. In our algorithm we estimate the frequency offset from the angle of R(1),
IV. IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE CURRENT ALGORITHM
A. Using Other Zero Crossings
The first improvement is to consider other zero crossings. The enhancement expected from the farther ZCs resulting from dividing the interpolation error by the zero crossing number. Hence, the higher the zero crossing, the lower the estimation error.
B. Different Zero Crossings Combining
This enhancement is based on the previous one. It is a way to make use of all zero crossings in the same time using proper weighted combining.
One way to select the weights, is to use the SNR at each zero crossing. The SNR at each zero crossing is strongly related to the slope at each zero crossing as the noise is the same on all of them. The derivative of the Raised Cosine is shown in equation 6.
We can Note that the derivative disappears for all terms except the second term, except for the special case of α = 1 2 (do using L'hopital). Moreover, the result is easily separated into T in the denominator and a term that is a function of α and the zero crossing number (call it m) in the numerator as in equation 7.
This means that the ratio of |g (mT )| 2 is independent of T since you will divide by the sum of ratios.
We need to know the roll-off to use this method, however, which is ok for our application (An interesting side product of this method is that we can estimate roll-off for uknown modulations). Still, we can use the same weights by computing them online from estimated Raised Cosine pulse assuming linear relation ship around the zero crossing for simplicity.
We have to recall here that we a performance trade-off on the different zero crossing. So far, we consider the effect of the noise on the different zero crossings and as we expect if we consider this factor only, the first zero crossing will dominate the results. However, the other important factor is the enhancements from the error reduction due to dividing by the zero crossing number. For now, to take this into consideration, the previous weights may be scaled by the square of the zero crossing number m in the numerator. In conclusion, the final weights are as in equation 8, for each zero crossing. Finally, the final estimated symbol rate is the sum of all weights multiplied by zero crossings, then normalized by the sum of all weights as shown in equation 9. The final weights are summerized in table II.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS For the following simulations, the sampling frequency is fixed to 56 MHz, i.e. we have 8 samples as minimum until the first zero crossing (corresponds to highest symbol rate 7 MHz) and a maximum of 56 samples (corresponds to lowest symbol rate 1 MHz). The symbol rate ranges from 1 to 7 MSymbols/sec and the QAM constellation order is 256. Rolloff factor is fixed to the one used in the DVB-C standard (0.15) and the SRRC pulse spans 12 symbol periods on each side. In order to simulate different symbol rates, the transmitted signal is interpolated to a much higher rate (common multiple between symbol rate and sampling rate) then decimated to the required rate. We measure the performance of our scheme under different conditions including the case when a single symbol is transmitted noiselessly, which represents the best performance we can obtain. The estimator performance is measured as a normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) except for SNR test where we use normalized mean square error (NMSE) for performance comparison. The NMSE is defined in 10 and the NRMSE is the square root of the NMSE.
where, z is the perfect zero crossing andz is the estimated zero crossing, E[.] denotes the expectation. In the following simulations we show the effect of different factors on the estimator performance where the SNR is fixed to 15 dB. For sufficiently long decision time, much lower SNR may be used. For the convenience of shorter run times, however, we use the higher SNR.
A. Symbol Rate Estimator Error Classification
To better understand the estimator performance limits, we go over all sources of errors in more details. As described in Section III, first step in our proposed algorithm is to estimate the pulse shaping by calculating the autocorrelation of the received signal over a long length in order to average out the additive whites noise and random data effects. The second is step is performing interpolation to find out the zero crossing time. Therefore, we can classify the estimation errors into two main classes: (1) Raised-Cosine pulse estimation error, and (2) Interpolation error. Moreover, to eliminate the Raised-Cosine estimation error and focus only on interpolation error, we generate a single pulse Raised-Cosine, i.e., without convolving with data and without any additional transmitreceive errors including noise, channel or frequency offset. It is hard to completely eliminate the interpolation error. However, it is possible to significantly reduce the interpolation error by significantly increasing the sampling frequency. In the following we go in details over different types of errors and • Errors in the Estimated Raised-Cosine Pulse -AWGN and random data averaging:
The assumption that E[a n 2 ] is constant in (3) is only valid for infinite correlation length. However, it should be a good approximation as correlation becomes larger. Similarly, cross correlation between independent identically distributed zero-mean AGWN approaches zero as correlation length becomes large. Hence, increasing correlation length clearly enhances the Raised-Cosine estimation accuracy. Fig. 3 shows the NRMSE vs. correlation length for 5 and 7 MSymbols/Sec. As the correlation length increases, the estimated Raised Cosine pulse becomes more accurate and the accuracy of symbol estimation increases.
-Truncation error: In practice, both transmit and receive SRRC filters have limited number of taps while theoretically they have infinite impulse response since they are limited in the frequency domain. Convolving truncated transmit SRRC pulse with itself does not result in a perfect RC pulse even if each SRRC is noise free. As the transmitter filter symbol span increases, zero crossing accuracy increases. It should be noted that the transmit filter symbol span is a design parameter that we have no access to it and is chosen to satisfy the spectral mask requirement of the DVB-C (or other) transmitter. Fig. 4 shows the NRMSE for different values of filter span. From the figure we find that a span of 8 symbols is sufficient for our purposes and hence we use it throughout our simulations unless otherwise is mentioned. -Channel effect (pulse distortion from the multi-path channel, e.g. echo channel): It is clear that multi-path channel will distort the Raised-Cosine pulse causing Fig. ? ?, we show the distortion in a single pulse RC caused by different echo channels. In Fig. 6 , we show symbol rate estimation error for the different standardized echo channels at a selected set of the symbol rates spanning from 1 to 7 MSymbols/Sec. It is clear that channel effect causing more degradation at higher symbol rates, i.e., narrower RC pulse. Moreover, echo channel number 3 looks to be the worst case channel conditions for all symbol rates. In Fig. 7 , we show the estimation error for the whole continuous range of symbol rates at the worst case echo channel.
As depicted from Fig. 7 , worst case echo channel increased the symbol rate estimation error by 1000 ppm. -Frequency Offset Effect Fig. 8 shows the NRMSE at different symbol rates Fig. 7 : Error in ppm for estimated symbol rate in case of single pulse without noise, with and without echo channel (Worst Case), different symbol rates (1, 3, 5, 6, 6.58 MSymbols/Sec) for cubic spline interpolation before and after frequency offset compensation. We notice that frequency offset compensation is necessary, especially for low symbol rates (below 2 MSymbols/Sec) as large degradation occurs. This may be explained by the large fraction of bandwidth for a given frequency offset in the case of low symbol rates. The apparent redundancy of frequency offset compensation for high symbol rates is due to the robustness of cyclic-based SREs against frequency offset. • Interpolation error (calculation of zero crossing): Spline interpolation always better than Linear but in some cases the effect of interpolation error is minor (other errors may dominate) and hence using simple Linear interpolation in these cases is better. For a given sampling rate, as the symbol rate decreases the number of samples per symbol increases and the resolution of the zero crossing increases. On the other hand, the number of symbols being averaged out decreases as the correlation length is fixed. The net result on performance depends on the interpolator type. The linear interpolator benefits more from the increased zero crossing resolution and the performance is close to the cubic spline at low symbol rates while the cubic spline interpolator performs much better at high symbol rates. This is clear from fig. 9 , where we note the desirable feature of the cubic spline interpolator whose performance is almost constant regardless of the actual symbol rate. Another factor affecting performance is the ratio of symbol rate to sampling rate. Fig. 10 shows the NRMSE at different symbol rates covering the entire range (1to7M Symbols/Sec) for the limit case (one symbol simulation) for both interpolation types. Apart from the general degradation with increasing symbol rate we notice a variation that depends on the distance between zero crossing and nearest interpolation point. The maximum degradation occurs at the maximum distance (when the zero crossing occurs midway between the nearest two points, i.e., oversamplingĨ.5, where I is an integer number). The worst case is then detected at symbol rate6.5882M Symbols/Sec which equivalent to 8.5 samples per symbol. Again, we note the relative insensitivity of the cubic spline interpolator to symbol LinearIInterp. Fig. 10 : NRMSE at different symbol rates for both linear and cubic spline interpolation techniques, One symbol simulation case (limit case) rate. Note that the range 1 : 7M Symbols/Sec is only for simulating the DVB-C case. However, our estimator does not require any information about symbol rate range and actually can operate on any range of symbol rates such that minimum oversampling is more than 8, which is controlled by sampling frequency. Another factor that affects the interpolation performance is the characteristics of the pulse, e.g., the roll-off factor of the Raised-Cosine. In general, algorithms that depend on detecting the periodicity of the cyclic autocorrelation are sensitive to the roll-off factor [6] , [7] . However, our algorithm performance, appreciably, is not affected by the roll-off factor. Although the DVB-C system uses fixed roll-off factor equals to 0.15, the current algorithm does not exploit this information. Assuming unknown roll-off factor is very useful for other systems that allow variable roll-off factors like DVB-S2 [10] . Fig. 11 shows the NRMSE against different roll-off factors. We notice that cubic spline interpolator performance is almost constant with roll-off variation, and is superior to that of linear interpolation by about an order of magnitude. Fig. 12 shows the NMSE vs. Es/No for the cubic spline interpolation based SRE compared to cyclic-correlation based SRE shown in [10] . Note that cyclic-correlation technique search span is 10% around the correct symbol rate and hence the maximum error (at low SNR) does not exceed 0.1. This is not our case where the search span is unknown and the estimator is left free and hence the error is large at low SNR and small correlation lengths. The simulation shows that our performance is better than cyclic-correlation based SRE only at moderate SNR. However, an error floor is expected from the cubic spline based estimator at high SNR. The error floor at small correlation lengths is due to insufficient length to average out data effect. Note that correlation lengths of about 5000 samples are not practical and are shown only for performance comparison. In practical cases, the correlation length should be increased until the residual error is acceptable to the time tracking algorithm at the lowest operating SNR. For larger observation time, i.e. correlation length, the performance is acceptable as shown in fig. 12 . The flooring in that case is due to interpolation accuracy limitation (see fig. 10 ). As mentioned earlier, any improvement beyond what is needed by the time tracking block is unnecessary and has no effect on overall system performance, the determining factor being the accuracy of the time tracking circuit.
B. First Zero Crossing Performance
For all other simulations, we fix the number of samples of correlation, which corresponds to a certain decision/observation time. In figure 13 , we show the MSE performance degradation for the symbol rate estimator under echo channel conditions (? which echo) without noise versus AWGN only case. For small observation period, 5e4 samples, MSE for echo channel is worse than AWGN by a factor of 100. The big challenge for echo channel is that symbol rate estimator does not benefit from increasing the observation length. As shown in Fig. 13 , with increasing observation length from 5e4 to 5e6 samples, MSE for the AWGN case is reduced (enhanced) by a factor of 100, while there is no any improvement for the case of the echo channel. Hence, performance of first zero crossing is not sufficient for proper operation for the time tracking loop and there is no way to enhance the performance with more averaging, i.e., increasing the observation length. This motivates us to investigate other ideas including other zero crossings performance.
C. Considering other Zero Crossings
In the following, we show performance enhancements for the symbol rate estimation algorithm exploiting other zero crossings. Figure 14 shows the error in ppm in case of single pulse (without noise, without channel) for all symbol rates using different zero crossings. This figure shows that performance can be significantly enhanced using other zero crossings. However, performance is not monotonically enhanced with increasing zero crossing. Moreover, the behaviour is different based on the symbol rate.
To better understand the behaviour of different zero crossings for different symbol rates, we investigate the performance for each zero crossing individually as shown in Fig. 15 . Since we investigate the performance of a single pulse, the error (ppm) in Fig. 15 represents the combination of the interpolation error and truncation error. The behaviour is also not clear for two reasons. First, the total error in ppm decreases with increasing the ZC number until ZC5, then increases for ZC6,7. Secondly, the Linear interpolation shows better performance than Spline interpolation for ZC6,7. To explain this behaviour, we separate the truncation error from the interpolation error. To test the truncation error only (i.e. avoid the interpolation error), we sample the single pulse SRRC at a huge sampling rate (here, we use 560 MHz instead of normal 56 MHz). It is clear here that the truncation error does not change with symbol rate which makes sense as we avoided the interpolation error. In figure 16 , we show the relation between the truncation error (for any symbol rate, as truncation error doe not change with To test the interpolation error only, we have to use perfect Sinc pulse (by equation, i.e., not to generate SRRC then autocorrelation). Instead, we increased the SRRC span to a huge number (here, we use 12000 cycle each side). In this case, the error will be absolute zero when the sampling rate is integer multiple of symbol rate as interpolation error will be zero. This is clear in figure 17 , which shows the error variation with ZC number for different symbol rates. When we combine results for truncation error only and interpolation error only, we can understand the behaviour for the estimator in case of AWGN or no noise at all (single pulse). Figure 18 shows each error alone for both ZC1 and ZC7. Note that interpolation error is always positive. Now, it is clear that the performance degradation for ZC7 is due to the large truncation error. Also, the better performance for Linear interpolation over the Spline interpolation in ZC7 appears as a result of directional truncation error (as large Linear interpolation error in positive compensates with the large truncation error in negative).
For the case of echo channel, the distortion occurred in the RC pulse dominates both truncation and interpolation error (in case of single pulse). In figure 19 , we show the performance of the estimator for a single pulse but for the worst case echo channel. Simulation results show significant improvement for the farther zero crossings in the case of echo channel. Then, farther ZC always gives better performance as the distortion error is divided. The performance enhancement for all echo channels are shown in figure 20.
The conclusion from the previous results is that ZC4 or ZC5 is little better than others in case of no channel (as in figure  14) . While, farther ZCs is always much better than earlier in case of channel (as in figure 19 ).
In the case of received data with noise only, the farther zero crossings (4,5) will not be always the better ones as the noise effect on the farther zero crossing is larger than nearer one due to slope change. In figure 21 , we show the MSE for the SRE using first five zero crossings in case of received data with noise only. It is clear from the simulation in this case that the degradation due to noise is larger than the enhancements of dividing the interpolation error for the farther zero crossing (i.e., the noise error dominates at the observation length of 5e6 samples used in this case). So we have a performance trad-off between farther and nearer zero crossings dependent on the SNR region (including the noise averaging from the observation length). We should expect conversion to the performance limit in figure 14 while increasing the observation length.
In the case of practical received data with noise and channel, another factor appears here which is the error in estimation due to distortion from channel. In this case, the error due to the distortion dominates other errors, and hence, farther zero crossings always have the best performance since the dominant error due to channel distortion is significantly reduced. Figure  22 , we show the MSE for the SRE using first five zero crossings in the case of received data with noise and worst case echo channel. In this case the farther zero crossing gives better MSE than earlier one (on the current SNR region including the observation length noise averaging). Note here that there is no trade-off here as the AWGN only case (or may be there is a trad-off but at very low SNR) as the behaviour for the SRE is the same as limit case in figure 19 (farther ZC is always better). Note that the MSE is about 1e-4 for ZC5 which is very close to the value in the limit case in figure 19 (1e4 ppm) . Figure 23 shows the performance enhancements in the case of AWGN after combining with weights when using slope only and when using the slope plus zero crossing number. It is clear that weights that uses both slope and zero crossing number is better.
D. Combining Different Zero Crossing Performance
The previous weights enhances the performance of the symbol rate estimator with a considerable amount in the case of AWGN. When testing the case of echo channel, we found that previous weights don't enhance the performance as the previous weights gives the nearer zero crossing the higher weight. However, in the channel case, the farther zero crossing should have the larger weight and this makes us think again on how to consider both slope and zero crossing number with proper relative scaling. The performance for the combining based on the previous weights for the echo channel is shown in figure 24.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented a novel method for symbol rate estimation that depends on computing the time-averaged autocorrelation function and detecting the first zero crossing. The advantages of this method are its simplicity, good performance in low SNR situations, and the fact that it does not require any knowledge about modulation parameters. Furthermore, it is robust against low roll-off factors, which is a problem in many SRE methods in the literature. Additionally, the method does not detect a symbol rate from a candidate set, but produces an estimate from a continuum of values. The above gives the method wide applicability in the family of DVB systems as well as other applications. On the other hand, the method requires relatively long observation time, making it more immediately applicable to broadcast systems, where initial latency requirements are relatively relaxed. However, we believe this to be the case for many other SREs since they must perform to certain accuracy at the lowest SNR. Otherwise, the data communication stage will fail. Improvements to the above method that may be investigated include least-squares curve fitting of the computed autocorrela- Fig. 19 : Error in ppm for estimated symbol rate in case of single pulse without noise, worst case echo channel, different symbol rates (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 6.58 and 7 MSymbols/Sec), different zero crossings (1:5) tion function with the RC pulse. This would require knowledge of the roll-off factor but would improve performance significantly. A variant may also be used where the roll-off factor is unknown or is known within a certain range or set, e.g. in DVB-S2 the candidate roll off factors are either 0.2, 0.25, or 0.35. Another important enhancement is to consider both the real and imaginary parts of the estimated Raised Cosine part as we use only here the real part. Finally, the proposed algorithm has been implemented in RTL code and tested successfully on an FPGA using a third party tester. 
